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• all materials are hierarchical in some sense

a) an optical micrograph showing the cortical and trabecular bone, b) SEM of the trabecular network, c) micro CT of the 
Haversian system, d) Lamellar structure in polarized light, e) TEM of collagen fibrils 

Why multiscale….
(multimodal, multidimensional)



Why correlative….

Fluorescence microscopy
rare or transient phenotypes or specific subpopulations of cells within a 
complex tissues, dynamics
But: the impossibility of precisely identifying unlabeled structures, resolution

Electron microscopy: add subsequent ultrastructural context but not for
screening larger sample areas and is not able to provide any data about cell 
dynamics. 

Imaging that analyses the same object by at least two different 
techniques
also at different scales, often from biological tissue to the subcellular 
level with the aim to add information to the selected ROI or to find it.



Influence of viral replication on BBB 
integrity

OsO4, dehydration, CPD

Cells grown on the fibrinogen-
coated glass slides

4% formaldehyde 15-30 min

2.5 % glutaraldehyde

Immunofluorescence

Fluorescence-
topography SEM, RT 

Volume changes

Fiducial markers
Lipid droplets(intracelular)



Immunofluorescence
cell staining

Silver enhancement
EM sample prep.

FluoroNanogold
(Nanoprobes)

BSE 6-10 kV.

Cells were fixed and
attached to poly-L-lysin
coated coverslides

Silver/gold 
enhancement-
different
dimensions of
particles-vs 
multiple
labeling

To find rare eventsFluorescence-
topography SEM, RT 



C

Fluorescence-
topography SEM, RT 



- No adverse effects on the physiological behaviour (fibroblasts, cancer cell 
lines), can be further coated with e.g. type-I collagen to mimic the ECM
- For SEM imaging of uncoated biological samples without charging arfefacts
in high vaccum SEM
- Compatible with FL

Indium–tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass Fluorescence-
topography SEM, RT 



Shuttle & Find for ZEN Imaging Software Repositioning Accuracy • < 25 μm (initial accuracy, depending on stage 
specification) • < 5 μm (using software option for fine calibration)



Horiba: nanoGPS navYX™



Correlia is open source 
software and available 
from www.ufz.de/correlia



Pixel size : 3 x 3 x 50 nm
250 x 250 µm

18 x 12 mm
1,5 mm

Borrelia

Fluorescence-vEM, RT To find ROI



Mosquito intestine Finding ROI using IF
Map the ROI onto 
the original sample

Specimen preparation:
staining, resin
embedding, targeted
trimming

Image serial sections 
in SBF-SEM

Process and analyse the data

Pablo Suárez Cortes,  Max Planck Institute for Infection Biology, Berlin
Malaria parasites in the mosquito: Imaging the needle in the haystack

GOAL: Understand role of secretory organelles in mosquito stages for transmission and 
characterization of ookinete traversal of the midgut
… but at first, we need to find parasites within mosquito tissues

How:

Laboratory of Electron Microscopy, Biology Centre CAS, Budweis, M. Vancová, J. Týč

Fluorescence-vEM, RT To find ROI



Epifluorescence time-lapse movie (dynamic behavior) and 
FIB-SEM (ultrastructural context), RT. HeLa cell transfected 
with LAMP-1-GFP (Lysosomes) and treated with dextran-
Alexa568 (endosome-lysosomes)

Images were captured in the GFP channel for a period of 2 minutes
at a rate of 0.4 seconds per frame. Images were deconvolved using
Softworx 6.5.2 and manually traced using MTrackJ (colored traces).
The movie is played back at a rate of 15 frames per second (×6 real
time). 3D EM reconstruction and segmentation was performed
using IMOD 4.9. Scale bar: 2 μm.

Live imaging - vEM, RT 
Dynamics: Visualization of ER
contact sites with early and late
endosomes



Conditions
The Coral Life workflow combines dynamic data 
with the best possible sample fixation by

then washing in ethanol and dried at 
60°C for 48 h

How Putting Dynamic Live Cell Data into the Ultrastructural Context-
Oxygenie + HPF ICELive imaging - vEM, RT 



The HPM λινε µ 

localize your cell of interest

Extra Long Working 
Distance Objectives

Removing the CryoCapsule to reach the sample

How Putting Dynamic Live Cell Data into the Ultrastructural Context-
HPM010, HPM100, HPF compact 02, From Live to HPF : 1.26 secondsLive imaging - vEM, RT 





Thickness of the ice!

Cryofluorescence-
cryoSEM

How Putting Dynamic Live Cell Data into the Ultrastructural Context-
Live-dead probes



Correlative cryo-fluorescence (A,B) and cryo-scanning electron 
microscopy (C,D) of Borrelia burgdorferi-GFP on the surface of 
human neuroblastoma cells grown on carbon-coated sapphire 
discs.A series of images of one particular GFP-tagged spirochete (green) interacting with the 
cell counterstained with Hoechst 33342 (blue). Images of region of interest from low 
magnification FM to high magnification SEM.. Scale bars: (A) 50 μm, (B) 25 μm, (C,D) 1 μm.

Cryofluorescence-
cryoSEM

Surface interactions
at native conditions



From TFS
Cryofluorescence-

cryoFIB
FL integrated in FIB-SEM, to be sure that target is
contained in the final lamella



From: gatan.com (adjusted)

Cathodoluminescence

X-rays

e
-

BSE

SE

–easy integration into simultaneous 
multimodal imaging

– applications in geoscieces, photonic
nanostructures,…

– applications in biology : (biofunctionalized) 
CL nanolabels e.g. nanodiamonds or rare-earth 
element-doped nanocrystals. 

Cryo-
cathodoluminescence

cryoSEM
CL-SEM applications in biology



CL-SEM applications in biology

FIB
SEM

STEM

CL-cryoSEM

Not published
LaF3:Tb3+ particles

Cryo-
cathodoluminescence

cryoSEM



Luminescent transition metal complexes as promising CL organelle-specific
probes in cryo-SEM

HPF
freeze fracturing

opt. etching and Au-coating

Bader CA, et al. DOI: 10.1002/1873-
3468.12365

Sorvina A, et al. DOI: 
10.1038/s41598-018-24672-w

REZOLVE-ER IRAZOLVE-MITO

Nucleus,ER, mitochondria

SEM -135°C

In vivo FL

iridium complexed with cyclometalated 2-
phenylpyridine and the 5-(5-(4-
cyanophen-1-yl)pyrid-2-yl)tetrazolate
ligand

fac-[Re(CO)3(1,10-
phenanthroline)(4-
pyridyltetrazolate

Prof. Sally Plush, University of 
South Australia 
Prof. Max Massi, Curtin 
University, Perth, Australia

20 µM - 40 µM
30 min- ON,

The availability of the probes:

Cryo-
cathodoluminescence

cryoSEM



Freeze -fractured cell

Intact cell

FL a CL imaging of endoplasmic reticulum
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Holographic microscope 3D 
Cell Explorer (Nanolive)

Cryo CL-SEM
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Cryo-
cathodoluminescence

cryoSEM



S SrSE 10 kV

Elemental Mapping
Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy

C
strontium sulfate (SrSO4)

CryoEDS-cryoSEM



chemical mapping, differentiate between modifications and 
conformations of the same molecule, hyperspectral imaging, staining not 
needed

Raman-cryoSEM



(A) Schematics showing the nitrogen-doped 
multiwall CNTs device encapsulated in 
polydimethylsiloxane used to enrich viruses 
(Top Left). The viruses are enriched between 
CNTs where the Au nanoparticles are 
predeposited. Raman spectra are then 
collected from the virus-enriched samples 
(Top Right). A scanning electron 
microscope image (Bottom Left) of a 
sample shows CNTs, Au nanoparticles, and 
trapped viruses (purple colored). Raman 
spectra from different virus samples are 
shown (Bottom Right) (FLUB in red, FLUA 
H1N1 in green, and FLUA H3N2 in blue). 

https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2118836119



Leukocyte 
subpopulations can be 
identified and 
differentiated via 
Raman spectroscopy

Further Raman 
spectroscopy detected 
immune cell activation 
and apoptosis.

• DOI: 10.1039/c8an00955d

SEM-Raman image cytometry 
of cells



Raman imaging
Chemical information can be acquired with a resolution down to 300 nm
Detection Limits: ≥1 wt%; Depth Resolution: Confocal mode 1 – 5 µm

SEM further provides structural information with high spatial resolution

Cells 2021, 10(1), 62; https://doi.org/10.3390/cells10010062



nucleus

GA

mt

mt

Freeze fracture -160°C 
Freeze etching -98°C
Pt/Pd 30 sec

Hemistasia-clade
genera
Diplonema
biflagellated
unicellular protist

Galina Prokopchuk

Jiří Vaněček
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